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Come on everyone I say let's have a fun
I say I could make a game
Out of anybody's name
The name of the game is Name Fun

It's just a little easy so let's begun
Well first you need a name of course
Of a friend or not
But if there is? friend and not (I can't understand
chito's wordings sorry)
'Coz?
You forgot the name

The first thing we do is say the name two times
And then you say POPO eventhough it doesn't rhyme
And then you say AH MI and then you say MAMAY MONI
And then you say the name
And that's the end of the game

I hope you understand the rules and the words by heart
'Coz without further ado I would like to start
'Coz ready or not I hope you're ready
'Coz ready or not let's do TONY

Tony Tony POPO AH MI MAY MOMONI Tony
That was a good try
Ok let's do a different name this time
Let's try, let's try RONNIE

Ronnie Ronnie POPO AH MI MAY MOMONI Ronnie
Amazing beauty
Ok let's try someone else this time
Let's try someone else
Let's do SHONIE

Shonie shonie POPO AH MI MAY MOMONI Shonie
Ayos! O sige ikaw naman
Sinong gusto nyo? Sino? Si Dionie?

Dionie Dionie POPO AH MI MAY MOMONI Dionie
Ayos din yun ah! O sige iba naman
Let's try a different song thing right? Ok! 
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Let you the people outdoor sing along with us
Ok! Think of a name! Meron na?
O kantahin mo to! 

POPO AH MI MAY MOMONI 
Ayos din sige! 

HALINA SA PAROKYA will be right back after this
messages!
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